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Can We Describe
 
Sun rise and sets;
we listen the word development
But at times we confuse
Whose development human or machine.
 
Strength is going down
weakness is forward to next
we dont have time to even listen our own text
can we describe in which world we are existing
 
when we walk up we are tired and when we sleep at night we are tired
Then when we get time to realize our freshness
Everyone run behind the money and loses their strength
no one go behind freshness to get ample amount of happiness
 
can we describe this world
were numbers of people dies without any diseases
Our forefather never think of tomorrow what is going to be happen
And now we people only think about whether we are there tomorrow or not.
 
just live a life today only
my question is where is those day, where we not know what is today or what is
tomorrow
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No Relation
 
when there is no one with us
our parents are with us
and when our parents are not with us
then no one in this world are with us
 
But there is one question who always frustrating me
that have we forget the relation of mother father brother and sister
where for one's own betterment they start betraying their own bloods
 
some times i really get confuse
that often we speak air and water changes the human mindset
but my question is color of water is same and air is invisible
Then how we blame on them
in the true sense money has change the mind set of whole world
because now its a time where person worship money rather to worship god or
parents.
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